The second year of the pandemic brought a variety of unique challenges for employers across the country — including rising ADA accommodation requests, shifting return to the workplace plans, expanding mental health concerns, and evolving vaccine mandates and policies. This report offers a look back on 2021 and explores how DMEC supported the absence and disability management community through education, resources, and networking opportunities.

Throughout this report, look for key “2021 By the Numbers” stats and information on DMEC’s membership, education, and engagement.

In January, we conducted the 2021 DMEC COVID-Related Leave Accommodation and Considerations Pulse Survey to explore current company-sponsored paid leave programs, statutory leave compliance, and accommodations. The results offered a glimpse into what employers were offering as they prepared for life beyond the coronavirus.

We released the results of the 2020 DMEC Employer Leave Management Survey in a webinar on Feb. 11 and a white paper on Mar. 22. The annual survey highlighted trends and employer perspectives on regulatory leaves and state paid leave programs, and it reviewed practical application of return to work, accommodations, administrative processes, systems used to manage leave, staffing for insourced and outsourced programs, and underlying plans in place.

976 memberships representing 16,436 absence and disability professionals
During the five Wednesdays in March, attendees from across the United States joined us for the **2021 DMEC Virtual Compliance Conference**. Expert speakers shared insights into the COVID-19 legal landscape and discussed best practices for return-to-the-workplace efforts and evolving workplace challenges. The final day of the conference wrapped up with an inspiring keynote session on embracing change from Humanitarian and Survivor Jessica Buchanan.

We also launched **DMECommunities** — our online networking groups — that provide members with a welcoming environment to connect with other absence management professionals. After joining a group, members can share ideas and resources, seek insight and feedback, and ask/answer questions on topics such as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), mental health, return to work, technology, and more.

In the March issue of @Work magazine, we introduced **“Employer Perspective” articles** which highlight best practices and professional development tips culled from an employer’s unique experience as an absence and disability management professional.

In April, we provided members — both new to the field and those that have been in the industry for several years — an opportunity to return to the fundamentals of absence management with our **FMLA Basics** and **ADA Basics webinars**. Attendees had the chance to explore best practices for administering a compliant FMLA program and developing effective ADA accommodation processes.

In recognition of Mental Health Awareness month, we released a series of resources employers could apply to their workplaces as well as their everyday lives to address mental health — including a **10-minute mindfulness recording**, led by Dr. Ruth Wolever, a **Self-Care Worksheet**, and a **live Q&A session** in the DMECommunities’ Mental Health group.

In May, we also released the **2021 DMEC ADA Accommodations Pulse Survey** to better understand how the pandemic was impacting the volume and types of accommodations requests.
In June, we released the 2021 DMEC State of Absence Management Pulse Survey to provide a framework for understanding what areas of absence management were most significantly impacted by the pandemic, how employees have responded, and how businesses are adjusting their programs.

The Return to the Workplace Checklist was also released to support employers in successfully returning employees to the workplace and a live Q&A on the same topic was held in the DMECommunities’ Mental Health group.

In July, we hosted our first-ever DMEC Virtual Vendor Showcase to support employers in their vendor selection process. Over two days of live demonstrations, six absence management software providers, mental health partners, third-party administrators, and consultants showcased their current offerings.

We also released the 2021 DMEC Paid Family and Medical Leave Pulse Survey to explore how employers were preparing for the future of PFML and how impacted employers are managing the current laws. Additionally, the survey offered insight into how employers are involved in shaping the trajectory of the PFML landscape.

Hundreds of employers and suppliers gathered virtually during five days in August to attend the 2021 DMEC Virtual Annual Conference which focused on building a stronger workforce. Expert speakers provided best practices and considerations for workforce well-being, the employee experience, data & technology, and leave & accommodations.

During the conference, we announced the 2021 DMEC Emerging Leader Award winners, Erin Ludy and Lai-Sahn Hackett, as well as the 2021 DMEC Partnership Award winner, Peter Mead.

We also released the 2021 DMEC Employer Leave Management Survey with additional questions around plan design and employer policy benchmarking.
DMEC released its first microcredential course, the **ADA Accommodation Process**, focused on how to navigate employee accommodation requests effectively and confidently. Each interactive online course in this new program features real-life scenarios and knowledge checks as well as a digital badge and certificate upon successful completion — all designed to equip employers and suppliers with expertise in focused areas of absence and disability management.

Also in September, we released a **Telework Accommodation Request Flowchart** to identify the various steps in the interactive process when an employee requests a remote work accommodation. A live Q&A on the same topic was held in the DMECommunities’ Americans with Disabilities Act group.

Based on member requests, we released eight **DMEC Benchmarking Reports** — a subset of the 2020 DMEC Employer Leave Management Survey — focused on plan design for workers’ compensation, short-term disability, long-term disability, paid leave, time off, and other company programs. The reports serve as a tool for decision making for organizations as they consider plan and policy design.

In October, we also released a **Hybrid Workplace Checklist** to serve as a planning guide for effectively transitioning workforces to a stable and productive hybrid structure. A live Q&A on the same topic was held in the DMECommunities’ Return to Work group.

DMEC announced the **return of in-person conferences** for 2022, and registration for the 2022 DMEC FMLA/ADA Employer Compliance Conference opened in November.

Over the four Wednesdays in December, we featured a series of on-demand **Quick Dive Webinars** focused on professional development topics including compassionate dialogue, remote work fatigue, mental health accommodation discussions, and difficult conversations. The series was designed to strengthen communication and leadership skills — whatever the individual’s role in the organization.

While a return to a “new normal” proved elusive for many organizations in 2021, DMEC remained committed to serving the ever-evolving needs of our members and larger community. We look forward to celebrating our 30th anniversary in 2022, and the remarkable achievements of our industry over the last three decades.